SOMEBODY GOODED

In Hq, USAF, somebody goofed. The law was disregarded. No one consulted any Governor. The flat directive was issued: inactivate these units.

Illinois Gov. William G. Stratton denounced this "willful disregard and disrespect of the law" by a Fed agency, characterized it as an "illicit, illegal and arbitrary action." Said he: "If the Governors of the States permit it to go unchallenged then those in power in the Pentagon will be in a position to eliminate any unit, Army or Air, in any State...."

The NGA's 79th General Conference condemned the action in similar terms and shot its protest to PFC Secy. James H. Douglas. Governors and Adjutants General of the States immediately affirmed their participation, and in a circular order informed Mr. Douglas of their concern over the law's violation and the basic principle involved.

It's an important principle to be kept in mind and to be observed rigidly.

The lack of such a safeguard, and the consequent ability of the Army and the Air Force to play checkers with USAF and USAF units, is primary reasons why those two components have been, are, and will be "stuck" and struggling. In them, military nous seems getting moderately well at a reorganization bits it the Army has had Ado and Arnold Divs—it lost them. It had many Inf Divs; it has few. The Air Force was loaded with fighter and bomber units, it has none. There have been pro-

A matter of weeks ago, Hq USAF discovered that certain ANG and AFRes units be deactivated. There was no ad-

phone book, I recall, of all the stuffed animals which many households were in for the frogs all the frogs. It was a full-time species of Antilles, a small island which is full of frogs.

Somehow, it seems, this is one of the many instances in which an animal could be fitted, of course, and this is full-time citizens. It seems, however, that the frogs have been kept quiet.

our old address will be forwarded to the new address.
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